actions/upgrades - v1.0

play on your turn

play on your turn

choose a ghost in an opponent‘s album.
that opponent must fight that ghost
now, with -1 to all attack die rolls.
discard the ghost if opponent loses.

lose 1 album ghost to pull
any card from the
discard pile to your hand.

1

play on your turn
on an interior location

return the player to
the exterior map

All main playdeck cards in this document should be cut out and
combined with all other main playdeck cards to form one deck

play on your turn
on any album ghost

play on your turn

this ghost is worth
2 additional album points

swap any album ghost with
a ghost card from your hand
with a lesser album value

lose this card if ghost is lost

2 album
value
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the replaced card goes to your hand

play on your turn,
on a ghost in play

the next time this ghost
attacks, subtract 2 from all
attack die rolls against it
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play on your turn

play on your turn

play on your turn

take any upgrade on the
table to your hand

lose two album ghosts to force
an opponent to lose one item

choose any album ghost:
that ghost is lost

opponent chooses which card to lose

main playdeck cards - actions

play on your turn

choose one opponent
to lose one upgrade
opponent chooses which card to lose

fatal frame: the Card Game
crimson butterfly edition
www.fourhman.com/fatalframe

play on your turn
on a ghost in play

the next time this ghost
attacks, only roll one
attack die against it

play on your turn
on any player

move that player to an
adjacent location
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play on your turn

roll the die;
all players must lose
that number of album ghosts

play on your turn,
on a ghost in play

the next time this
ghost attacks, immediately turn
1 attack die to a 6

play on your turn

immediately play an item,
regardless of location

this counts as automatic addition

main playdeck cards - actions

play on your turn
if there is a ghost or ghosts
at your location

fight the ghost(s) now;
draw a card for each
ghost you defeat

fatal frame: the Card Game
crimson butterfly edition
www.fourhman.com/fatalframe

play on your turn

play on your turn,
on a ghost in play

choose film, function or orb:
all players must lose all
upgrades of the chosen type

the next time this ghost
attacks, add 2 to all
attack die rolls against it
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roll 1 additional attack die

roll 1 additional attack die

14.Film

roll 1 additional attack die

low exorcismal power

14.Film

roll 1 additional attack die

low exorcismal power

14.Film

low exorcismal power

main playdeck cards - upgrades

low exorcismal power

14.Film

roll 1 additional attack die

low exorcismal power

14.Film

roll 1 additional attack die

low exorcismal power

14.Film
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roll 2 additional attack dice

lose spirit orb to
add 1 to a roll

high exorcismal power

roll 2 additional attack dice

high exorcismal power

61.Film

roll 2 additional attack dice

high exorcismal power

61.Film

61.Film

main playdeck cards - upgrades

spirit orb

lose spirit orb to
add 1 to a roll

spirit orb

roll 2 additional attack dice

high exorcismal power

61.Film
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lose spirit orb to
add 1 to a roll

lose spirit orb to
add 1 to a roll

lose spirit orb to
add 1 to a roll

spirit orb

lose spirit orb to
add 1 to a roll

spirit orb

spirit orb

main playdeck cards - upgrades

spirit orb

lose spirit orb to
add 1 to a roll

spirit orb

lose spirit orb to
add 1 to a roll

spirit orb
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function
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function

function

function

you may only use this function
once per turn

function

you may only use this function
once per turn

save

you may only use this function
once per turn

lose 1 film upgrade to defeat
any 1 ghost at your location
with a power of 4 or less

instant

you may only use this function
once per turn

lose 1 album ghost to add
1 to a roll

blast

discard 1 card to
re-roll a die

function

main playdeck cards - upgrades

discard 1 card to move to an
adjacent location

track

you may only use this function
once per turn

lose this function to pull any
upgrade from the discard pile

switch

you may only use this function
once per turn

discard 1 card to draw 1 card

sense
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